CALENDAR OF EVENTS

MONDAY, OCTOBER 26th
CLINICAL PSYD FACULTY MEETING
A302, 10:00—11:30 AM

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27th
DISSERTATION DEFENSE—GINA RESTIVO
A302, 2:00 PM
“MANAGING AND SUPPORTING STUDENTS WITH CHALLENGING BEHAVIORS: AN ASSESSMENT OF PERSPECTIVES AND PRACTICES WITHIN PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS”
COMMITTEE CHAIRS: CHARLES MAHER, PSY.D. AND RUSSELL KORMANN, PH.D.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28th
COLLOQUIUM BY MARY BETH GIBBONS, PH.D.
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
A317, 12:10—1:30 PM
“UNIQUE AND COMMON MECHANISMS OF CHANGE ACROSS DIVERSE PSYCHOTHERAPIES”
P lease see page 2 for more info on Mary Beth Gibbons and from the dean

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29th
COLLOQUIUM BY JOHN ABELA, PH.D.
RUTGERS UNIVERSITY—NEW BRUNSWICK
ROOM 314 OF THE ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON PROFESSIONAL CENTER
97 PATERSON STREET, NEW BRUNSWICK
3:00 PM
“COGNITIVE VULNERABILITY TO DEPRESSION IN CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS”

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd
CLINICAL PSYD FACULTY MEETING
A302, 10:00—11:30 AM

APPLIED DEPARTMENT & SCHOOL PSYCH FACULTY MEETING
A302, 2:00—4:00 PM

FACULTY COUNCIL MEETING
A302, 4:00—5:30 PM

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4th
COMMITTEE ON DIVERSITY (COD) MEETING
A317, 12:00—1:00 PM
**COLLOQUIUM (FROM FRONT COVER PAGE)**

**Dr. Gibbons** is an Assistant Professor of Psychology in the Department of Psychiatry at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. She is a member of the Center for Psychotherapy Research at Penn, where she has a federally funded program of research to study interventions for depression in the community. Dr. Gibbons did her undergraduate work at the University of Pennsylvania, and earned her M.A. and Ph.D. from Vanderbilt University in clinical psychology. She has published widely on psychotherapy process and outcome, including 46 papers in peer reviewed journals and an additional 19 chapters. In 2002, she was awarded the Outstanding Early Career Achievement Award from the International Society for Psychotherapy Research.

************************************************************************************

**DEAN’S CORNER**

Dear GSAPP Students,

On Wednesday, October 28, we will have a school wide colloquium given by a visitor from U Penn, Dr. Mary Beth Gibbons. **All students are expected to attend.** The few colloquia we have each year are an important supplement to your formal education at GSAPP.

Also, please keep in mind that the time period of 12:00—2:00 pm on Wednesdays should be kept clear for colloquia and other meetings.

Stan

************************************************************************************

Dear Colleagues

I hope to see many of you at the colloquium on Wednesday, October 28. We have an excellent speaker on an important, often controversial, topic. “Unique and Common Mechanisms of Change Across Diverse Psychotherapies.” This is an opportunity for us to interact with each other and with our students at an intellectually stimulating event.

Stan

************************************************************************************

Dear Alumni and Students,

Please let me know of your recent professional accomplishments so that we can consider posting them on the GSAPP website. Don't be shy!

Stan
I.Q. Testers Needed
School and Clinical Psychology
2nd+ Year Graduate Students

Gain valuable educational testing experience with Children and contribute to a wonderful program.

Prep for Prep is a non-profit educational organization located on the Upper West Side of Manhattan that identifies intellectually gifted Students of color. Once accepted into the program, the program provides The students with 14-months of intensive academic/emotional Preparation, places students in New York City’s leading independent Schools, often with need based scholarships, and provides post-Placement counseling and leadership development throughout the high School years.

♦ Participate in Prep for Prep’s talent search by administering intelligence tests to prospective students to gain information about their academic potential
♦ Orientation and Coordination Provided By Educational Testing Coordinator
♦ Payment Provided Per Testing
♦ Flexible Hours/Testing 7 Days Per Week
♦ Test Sites on the Upper West Side of Manhattan

IF INTERESTED, PLEASE CALL AND SEND A C.V., A FULLY REDACTED SAMPLE REPORT, AND A COVER LETTER TO:

Siobhan O’Leary Evarts, Ph.D.
(917) 863-9140
siobhanoleary@gmail.com
JOB POSTINGS
Many job postings are received during the week. In order to best serve the GSAPP community and readers of the GSAPP GAZETTE, we will be listing positions only for the tri state area in the Gazette. All other listings can be found on our website as follows:
http://gsappweb.rutgers.edu/alumni/job/jobpostings.php

******************************************************************************
CONFERENCES
The International Network Toward Alternatives and Recovery (INTAR) and The Center to Study Recovery in Social Contexts Community Access, Inc. will be sponsoring the 5TH ANNUAL INTAR (INTAR) CONFERENCE on Monday, November 23rd at the Kimmel Center, NYU. For more information and to register, please go to the website at: www.intar.org

******************************************************************************
NEW JERSEY COUPLES THERAPY TRAINING PROGRAM (NJCTTP)
presents Esther Perel, MFT

******************************************************************************
POSTDOC OPPORTUNITY: BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES HIV RESEARCH
Do you think that research is an important part of the solution to the HIV/AIDS epidemic? Do you have a doctoral degree (Ph.D., M.D., etc.) or are you about to complete one? Do you want to receive further training to become an independent researcher?

If so, (or if you know anyone to whom this might apply), you can learn more about the NIMH-funded program focused on HIV, gender, and human sexuality at the HIV Center for Clinical and Behavioral Studies (Columbia University, New York) by visiting http://www.hivcenternyc.org/training/nrsa.html.

Positions for our three-year training program will be available as of July 2010. Trainees receive up to three years of support for stipends, health insurance, travel for conferences, and research. Applicants must be U.S. citizens or permanent residents. Persons from underrepresented groups (including those with disabilities and disadvantaged background) are strongly encouraged to apply. The deadline for applications is January 2, 2010.
DIRECTOR POSITION OPEN

Seton Hall University is seeking a Director of University Counseling Services.
For more information, please go to the website:
https://jobs.shu.edu/applicants/jsp/shared/frameset/Frameset.jsp?time=1256133060968

************************************************************************************

MENTOR NEEDED

Lucille and Bob Kowaleski are looking for a mentor for their 21 year old autistic son Steven. He is a graduate of the Douglass Development Disabilities program in which he had a great year. Steven is friendly, polite, and has a desire to please others and interact. He always recalls people he knows. Steven has a great memory for dates and birthdays. He has worked with Dr. David Fischer at the Douglass Outreach Dept. last year. Dr. David Fischer is very familiar with Steven. Lucille and Bob are willing to pay someone for their time. Anyone interested please feel free to email Lucille at sweetlu43@yahoo.com or call Bob at 908-377-8313.

*************************************************************************************

SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION FOR THE GSAPP GAZETTE NEWSLETTER

SHOULD BE
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